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May 1: “What if my Enemies don’t 

Deserve to be Loved?” 

We know the teachings well, that we should practice 

nonviolent resistance, turn the other cheek, and 

respond to meanness with kindness and compassion. 

How well do we do at practicing such difficult 

teachings? Are they even realistic, given the kinds of 

enemies one sometimes encounters these days? 

Kathy and Worship Associate Grace Rising delve into 

this familiar, challenging question of dealing with 

those who oppose us and hurt us. 

May 8: Heavenly Music 

We introduce our new co-directors 

of music, Steven and Abha Dearing. 

The service will include guest 

instrumentalists, two anthems by 

the choir, reflections on music and 

spirituality by Kathy and Worship 

Associate Kristi Fielder. At 10:45, 

there will be a cake and punch 

reception for the Dearings in the 

Social Hall. We‘ll celebrate Abha and Steven and the 

musical gifts they will now be sharing with us. Hope 

you can join us. 

May 15: Through the Door Sideways 

Another look at the challenge of religious language, as 

Kathy and Worship Associate Diane Lake explore the 

ambiguous relationship between spiritual experience 

and words used to describe or define spiritual 

experience. 

May 22: “Simply Imperfect; the Wabi Sabi 

Approach to Life”  

Retired Community Minister Rev. Penny Hackett-

Evans is our guest preacher this Sunday, as she and 

Worship Associate John Lake the Wabi Sabi 

approach to life. They will explore the Japanese ideal 

of appreciating imperfection in things as well as in 

ourselves and our fellow travelers.  

Sunday Worship Services 

           9:30 and 11:15 a.m.* 

May 29: “Re-Membering” 

On Memorial Day Sunday, Kathy and Worship 

Associate Judy Amir invite you to enter the healing 

space of memory.  

Rev. Kathy Hurt will lead the brief annual Memorial 

Glen service in the Memorial 

Glen in the Capek Wood between 

services on May 29th at 10:30  

There will be recognition of the 

nine persons who were members, 

relatives, and friends of BUC 

whose names have been carved 

into the granite stone cenotaphs 

this year. Everyone is invited to 

join members, friends, and 

relatives in this special annual 

service to remember those who have meant much in 

their own lives and the lives of the Church. 

BUC Greening of Detroit 

Saturday May 7 and May 14 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

BUC joins other volunteers again this year to plant 

trees in Detroit. There are two new sites this year, one 

on the East Side of Detroit, and one on the West. New 

trees have an amazing affect on the landscape, and 

people around them. Families are welcome. Tools are 

provided. Planting occurs from 9:00AM to 1:00 PM 

both Saturdays.  

Please contact coordinator Paul Plante 

pplante@twmi.rr.com, ph: 734-464-1577 now, and 

commit to one of these dates so we can coordinate 

volunteers for the trees available.  

mailto:pplante@twmi.rr.com
tel:734-464-1577
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Film Buffs ~ May 20, 7:00 

"Since the earliest days of movies, the inherent thrills 

and danger – as well as the potential triumph – of the 

unique human endeavor called mountain climbing 

has proved irresistible to 

filmmakers and moviegoers 

alike. Seizing upon the 

particularly German fascination 

with the genre of "mountain 

films," director Phillipp Stölzl 

has married classical storytelling 

structure with breathtaking, 

state-of-the-art cinema 

technology to tell this dramatized 

version of the true story of a 1936 

competition conceived by Nazi 

propagandists to ―urge‖ a team of German Alpinists 

to scale the most dangerous rock face in the Alps – 

the Eiger. While touching upon the theme of how 

every new generation is born hardwired with a belief 

in its own invincibility, North Face is above all a 

visually astonishing, edge-of-your-seat spectacle of 

man versus nature – perhaps the most hair-raising, 

white-knuckle-inducing climb since Touching the 

Void. German Film Critics‘ Prize, Best Screenplay. In 

German with English subtitles." - DFT Winter 2010 

Film Guide 

Snacks provided by Margot LeRoy.  

Repertory Theatre Benefit 

(BUC-WHRC School Partnership) is planning a 

performance of the play "Forgiving John Lennon" at 

the Detroit Repertory Theatre to benefit the Pontiac 

intercity WHRC Elementary School. Over the years, 

many members and friends of BUC have volunteered 

tutoring time to the students at the Whitmer School. 

These contributions of time have a significant impact 

on the children, their families and the school 

community.  Please join with other members of our 

church community to support the WHRC school 

community at the Detroit Repertory Theatre for a 

benefit performance on Saturday May 7 at 8:30 

(reception at 7:30). Tickets are $40 (~$30 per ticket 

will be a contribution to the activities we support at 

the school). Tickets will be available between services 

and after second service or you can contact George 

Lentz at 248-346-4039 geolentz@gmail.com. Thank 

you. 

The Directory It’s not too Late! 

So you missed getting your portrait taken at BUC 

April 18-23. You missed getting your picture taken at 

one of the makeup locations. You missed getting a 

digital picture taken in the foyer on May 1 – it‘s not 

too late… if you have a digital picture to submit we 

will include it in the printed directory. The cost is $10 

if you would like a hard copy of the directory, or $4 if 

you would just like to submit your picture. 

Submissions to lisa.crawford@bucmi.org deadline 

May 10. 

Putting names with faces is a wonderful way to 

deepen connections and help newcomers feel 

connected. 

Sacred and Profane Discussions 

The Sacred & Profane discussion group convened on 

20th April, 2011 to discuss the twin emotions of "Fear 

& Hope". With Roger Marshall as facilitator, each 

person described his/her own fear/hope, and then 

the group delineated and discussed the consequences 

of too much or too little of either fear or hope. The 

topic for discussion will be "Creativity", and the 

facilitator will be John Ballantyne. All members and 

friends of the church are invited to attend. The next 

meeting of the group will take place at 2:30 p.m. on 

Wednesday, 18th May, 2011 in the large conference 

room. Please note, this is a change from our 

regular meeting time. 

Pastoral Care Associates 

BUC‘s Pastoral Care Associates are exploring ways to 

extend our outreach to members and friends in need 

of support by developing a list of ―helping hands,‖ 

names of individuals who would be available to fulfill 

specific needs.  For instance, you may be able to be a 

driver for someone who could use transportation to a 

medical appointment; you may be free to run errands 

for someone recovering from illness or surgery; or 

you may be inclined to provide meals for families who 

simply are not up to cooking for a time.   

If you would consider being on a ―helping hands‖ list 

for occasional service to others in our BUC 

community, please stop by the Pastoral Care table on 

Sunday morning or talk with any of the Associates. 

 

tel:248-346-4039
mailto:geolentz@gmail.com
mailto:lisa.crawford@bucmi.org
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Connections – Joys & Sorrows 

On March 2nd , Joan Bradley‘s brother, Robert L. 

Werner of Green Bay, Wisconsin, died at the age of 

84. Robert was a WWII veteran who served in the 

Navy Submarine Corp.  

Carole Wiseman was hospitalized for several weeks in 

April with some very serious, painful abdominal 

issues. She is being treated on an outpatient basis and 

will be undergoing surgery in the near future. 

Doug Wendell‘s father, Arnie, died unexpectedly on 

Saturday, April 9th in Nebraska. Our deepest 

sympathy goes out to the Wendell family. 

Ken Kauffman shares his joy in his granddaughter‘s 

two year, full scholarship to the Center for Creative 

Studies. 

Jim Bizer‘s mother, Louise, died peacefully on April 

14 at the age of ninety. She will be lovingly missed by 

her family. Our thoughts and sympathy go out to the 

Bizer-Larson family. 

Carol Forrester shares her joy. Her daughter, Megan 

Saletta is engaged to be married to Nick Buzinski. 

Wedding plans are underway. 

Lucille McNaughton‘s 

daughter, Katy Hayes and 

her family were featured 

in a March issue of 

People Magazine. Lucille 

was able to visit Texas 

and help out for a time in 

April. Katy is doing well, 

is in good spirits most of 

the time, and is moving 

forward getting used to 

her prosthetics. Lucille 

reports that her littlest 

granddaughter is not just 

walking, but running all 

over the house! 

Barbra Robinson fell and injured her knee, which 

resulted in an infection that required surgery. She is 

currently hospitalized at Beaumont. Calls and cards 

most welcome. 

Congratulations to Eric and Annette Sargent on their 

twentieth wedding anniversary April 20! 

Jack Corley‘s mother, Betty Jean Corley, died on the 

25th of April. She was 82 years old and had been 

fighting cirrhosis of the liver for some time.  She lived 

a full life and was prepared to go. Our love, prayers 

and heartfelt sympathy go out to Jack, his sisters and 

his son Bryan during this time. 

Pat Schwing, Pat 

Hammer, Teresa 

Honnold, 

Stephanie Patil 

and Jan Wheelock 

along with several 

other BUC 

members, 

attended a 

peaceful vigil at 

the Islamic Center 

of America in Dearborn April 21. A huge crowd 

representing many faiths assembled to listen to the 

religious leaders of many faiths praising those 

assembled for their support of the Muslim faith.  

MAMA’s Coffee House, May 21  

The Yellow Room Gang 
With Matt Watroba, David Tamulevich, Jan Krist, 

Michael Hough, Kitty Donohoe, Annie Capps, David 

Barrett and Jim Bizer, the Yellow Room Gang is one 

of the most exciting ‗super groups' to ever join forces 

on one stage. What began as a casual excuse to get 

together for dinner, encouragement and a even a little 

ruthless criticism with friends quickly evolved into 

performing together and presenting workshops in 

various configurations. All are Michigan-area 

songwriters and have produced two CDs, both 

receiving wonderful reviews. 

The give and take of their performances give each of 

them a chance to showcase a song or two. Their 

harmonies are wonderful, their styles range from 

humor to pathos. Everyone knows every song, and 

they back each other up with harmonies. 

Shows begin at 8:00 p.m. – Doors open at 7:00. 

http://www.yellowroomgang.com/
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Reflections 
                                                                                                                                                            Rev. Dr. Kathy Hurt 

My installation has come and gone, but the images from the day will be with me forever:  

afternoon sunlight in the sanctuary, a parade of robed ministers, triumphant brass music, 

the joy on your beautiful faces that seemed likely to raise our very roof.  I am so grateful to 

all of you who helped with preparations in myriad ways, who put on your Sunday best and 

came to join the promises we made to one another. 

A famous Buddhist teaching advises, ―after ecstasy, the laundry‖; that is, we now set about 

the ongoing work of living into this relationship of minister and congregation, of shaping a 

BUC community that will carry our hopes and dreams into a future we cannot yet imagine.  

The Sunday installation brought our ecstasy, and the days, months, years following bring 

our laundry. 

My wedding ceremonies often include a homily in which I charge the newly married couple with building 

a relationship made up of ―daily tending and daily care, with honest disclosure of yourselves, with tender 

respect for one another‘s uniqueness, and with the daring to be seen and known deeply by your mate.‖  

Such words seem to me a useful guide for you and 

me as we move from ecstasy to laundry, from 

ritual celebration to growing our beloved 

community.  Our ministry together will indeed 

require daily tending and daily care, the 

continued round of meetings and conversations 

and plans and communication, always 

communication.  We will be challenged to 

honestly disclose ourselves to one another, no 

easy task in a culture that promotes selling and 

spinning in lieu of honesty.  Though I believe we 

do keep returning to a fundamental respect for 

one another‘s uniqueness, we sometimes stray, 

and sometimes struggle to weave tenderness into 

that respect. 

And the daring to be seen and known deeply:  this is what brings us to church, and what keeps us coming 

back, if we have found at BUC a place where the deepest dimensions of ourselves and our experience can 

be shared, validated, lifted up as being sacred.  Creating such a holy place is not finished in one day nor in 

one lifetime, but is a creation that is continuously made anew. 

I will always cherish the ecstasy of the installation service.  And believe it or not, I am already cherishing 

the laundry we have started working on together, our labor of love.   

Faithfully,  

Kathy 

BUC HAS AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENERS: 

A nice surprise For handicap visitors and members at BUC  

A nice surprise For those who find opening the heavy exterior doors difficult 

A nice surprise For persons whose hands are full making it difficult to open the building door.   

AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENERS!   Thanks to funds provided by the Memorials & Tributes committee and 

the efforts of BUC member Keith Brown, automatic door openers from the outdoors into building and into 

the sanctuary by the Bridal room have been installed!   
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Upcoming Events in Youth Religious Education 

                                                 Laura Ross, Director of Religious Education for Youth  

Rites of passage.  Many cultures and religions mark human passages as they proceed 

through the journey of life.  BUC marks several:  Birth (Child Dedication Ceremonies), 

Unions (Weddings), Death (Memorial Services).  The passage into puberty is celebrated at 

BUC with the Rite of Passage Experience (R.O.P.E.) year, culminating in a wonderful 

ROPE service created and presented by the 13/14 year-old youth, at which they also read a 

carefully written personal credo statement.  The passage into young adulthood is 

celebrated at the end of the high school senior year with a BUC Bridging ceremony.  We 

ask the graduating seniors to give a brief, thoughtful statement concerning past and future, 

and the Young Adults (BUUYA) of BUC welcome them into their company.  Both of these 

ceremonies are very important to the process of marking life‘s transitions at BUC.  They are as 

meaningful and important as weddings or memorial services.  Please make sure to be a part of these rites 

of passage for the youth of BUC by attending both:  

ROPE Sunday (8th grade Rite of Passage Experience matriculation)  

June 5 9:30 & 11:15 

Bridging Sunday (to honor Graduating HS Seniors)  

June 12 9:30 & 11:15 

Youth Calendar: 

 Great Unitarian Universalist Senior High (GUUSH) 9th – 12th graders! Meeting  May 15 6p-8p. 
 GUUSH Leadership meeting May 1 5 – 6p, Small Conference room. 
 GUUSH Rummage Consolidation and Overnight May 6, 6p. – Saturday May 7.  Greening of 

Detroit planting follows. 
 5th grade UFO welcoming:  

o May 15 12:30-1:30p: Intro to UFO, pizza with the 6th graders, games 
o May 22 11:15-1:30p: a Class with the current 6th & 7th graders, pizza, yard work at BUC 
o June 12: Celebration with incoming UFOers after church; potluck picnic; location tbd 

 ROPE Sunday June 5, Both Services 
 ROPE-GUUSH Picnic: Sunday June 5, 1:15-4:30p, Beverly Park 
 BRIDGING Sunday June 12, Both Services 
 GUUSH end of year Cedar Point trip June 22 7a – 10p 
 Heartland District Conferences: Jr. High Election – Dayton, Miami Valley UU- May 13-14 

If you have any questions about the Youth Religious Education program at BUC, or would like to 

introduce a friend to the program, please contact Laura Worley, Director of Religious Education for Youth 

at laura.worleyross@bucmi.org. 

The Pianist and the Professor 

You can still get tickets for ―The Pianist and the Professor‖ Friday evening May 13, in the church 
sanctuary. 

Barbara Woolf and Ed Sharples will share music and poetry, followed by a small reception. Tickets are 
$20 per person, and may be reserved by calling the church at 248-647-2380. They are also available at the 
door. 

The poetry ranges from William Blake's "Auguries of Innocence" to Dylan Thomas' "Fern Hill."Some of 
the piano pieces were composed after direct inspiration by poetry, while we chose others to accompany 
poems. Come join us at an uncommon intersection of words and music! 

mailto:laura.worleyross@bucmi.org
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BUC Volunteer of the Month ~ Mary Jo Ebert 

I first learned about BUC from Alison Rule and then Beth Kelly, who I met as work colleagues. I had not 

heard of Unitarian Universalism previously and was intrigued by their descriptions of this church that was 

teaching its youth about various religions. When I began attending services, I soon felt at 

home and eventually realized that I have always been a UU at heart. I signed the membership 

book in 2002. 
Rummage was my first volunteer activity. In 2007 I joined the Stewardship committee co-

chaired by Matt Chope and Elaine Morse, because it was possible to participate while also 

traveling for work.  I have served as co-chair during two of my four years on that committee. 

In fall of 2008 Dorothy Prier asked if I would consider being named on the ballot for the 

Leadership Development Committee (LDC).  Even before I could say what I was thinking, she 

said, "You've gotten to know enough people now. You could do well on the LDC."  What was 

there to say except, "Yes, I'll give it my best if I'm elected."  I served on the LDC in 2009 and 

2010; as co-chair with Bill Fox in 2010. The 2010 LDC decided to expand the committee's long-standing 

role as a nominating committee and take on the leadership development that was intended in the LDC's 

name and charter.  In January of this year, we held the first leadership development seminars which drew 

over 50 people on each of two Saturdays, setting the foundation for continuing leadership development at 

BUC. 
Some time ago, the RE leaders communicated that they were creating a rotation approach to the RE 

program for K thru 5th grade.  I suggested to Rosemary Corey that storytelling be one of the teaching 

formats, inspired by my enjoyment of storytelling festivals and the power of storytelling to teach in an 

enjoyable way.  With Rosemary's encouragement, I created the inaugural storytelling segment for that 

rotation's theme of Forgiveness.  I have continued to teach one rotation each year since ... and love it!  

And last but clearly not least, I was delighted to serve on the auction committee in 2008 and again this 

year, working with Marcia Mahood and a wonderful team who rose to the occasion with hard work, great 

ideas, and a fun spirit. 

Why do I volunteer? There's a pragmatic component; i.e., I believe I should do my fair share of the work 

that is needed to run our church institution. I learned that value as a kid in a large family, where everyone 

was required to contribute. But here's the more motivating reason: It is the best way to make connections 

with other people who share my values. I have gotten to know interesting, giving, wonderful people 

through volunteer activities. And there's something more subtle about it ... We often talk about impacting 

the wider community and "giving to the world," which can feel like a really grand agenda, much bigger 

than myself.  In reality, though, we accomplish this one-to-one, through small, daily interactions that give 

us visibility to how we can help, encourage, and support one another. I 

find that the regular practice 

of volunteerism continually prepares me to 

incorporate those reach-outs into all aspects of 

my life.  

Thank you to the BUC community for this 

opportunity to serve as one of so many 

volunteers. 

 

At left, Leadership Development Training 

Seminar, January 2010. At right, Motown 

Market Service Auction, March 2010. 
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Alliance Celebrates 57 Years on June 8! 

The last event during the Alliance program year 2010 – 2011 will be the Annual Meeting luncheon on 

Wednesday, June 8.  We will gather in the Social Hall at noon to enjoy the luncheon, which will be catered 

by Donna Hollis.  We will be taking reservations and payment during Rummage 

week and thereafter.  The charge is $15. 

This is always a delightful time to visit friends before our summer break.  We 

will elect officers and distribute the 2010 – 2011 Annual report booklets.  And 

then we will have special entertainment.  Our president, Diane Sasaki, has 

created a TV inspired game called The Alliance Bowl.  There will be four teams 

of four pre-selected contestants.  This 

promises to be fun for all of us! 

So Alliance completes our 57th year, and the 

Board has begun planning our 58th!  We 

expect to continue our meetings on the third 

Wednesday starting September 21.  Our first meeting will be a lunch 

in the Social Hall.  We welcome suggestions for next year‘s programs. 

Note that we do not meet in May.  And the Annual Meeting date of 

June 8 is an exception to our usual day.  Make your reservation for 

the June 8 luncheon during rummage week.  Thereafter we will have a 

clipboard in the office (Alliance box) for reservations and payment.  

Hope to see you June 8! 

 

From the Endowment Committee 

Has BUC made a difference in your life?   

To hear how you can help ensure that BUC will continue to make that difference in the years to come, the 

Endowment Committee invites everyone to join us at a reception and briefing at the home of Marilyn 

Webster, on Sunday, May 15 at 4:00 p.m.  The Rev. Kathy Hurt will help us understand why an 

endowment is of such importance in strengthening our church community.  Matt Chope will give a brief 

financial report, and outline the ways that you can help to keep BUC financially strong, through 

membership in the Hallock Heritage Society. 

Do come---for information, for refreshments, and for camaraderie.  Just RSVP to Nancy Jones, 

njones255584MI@comcast.net or 248-626-4058. 

Many years ago Clark and Nan Hallock willed their estate to BUC, and that was the beginning of our 

Endowment Fund.  Now all who have named BUC the recipient of part of their estate are members of the 

Hallock Heritage Society—you may notice them wearing the ribbons on their name tags. 

Members of the Endowment Committee will be staffing a table at coffee hours in the Social Hall in May to 

answer any questions you might have about putting BUC into your estate plan and becoming a Hallock 

Heritage Society member. 

---The Endowment Committee:  Betty Blair, Donna Cunningham, Ron Fredrick, Dick Schwing, Nancy 

Jones (Chair) 

mailto:njones255584MI@comcast.net
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Our BUC Facility: A Building Update 

We hope everyone enjoyed the installation of Rev. Kathy Hurt at BUC and the fresh paint, new carpet and 

clean windows in the sanctuary, Pavilion, gallery, and main church entry.   

MARSHALL COURTYARD:  Demolition work by WK Construction began in April but due to rain and 

snow has not progressed much.    Work will be coordinated around Rummage the week of May 1 and we 

hope will be completed in time for the May weddings taking place at BUC.   Pray for sunshine! 

HANGING SYSTEM FOR ART GALLERY:  The art gallery is an area enjoyed by both BUC members 

and visitors.  Selecting a hanging system for the gallery is being finalized, will be purchased and then 

installed.  

RECYCLE DUMPSTER PAD: A new dumpster pad will be installed next to the current. Veolia 

Environmental, our trash contractor, has agreed to provide a recycle dumpster to be emptied once each 

month at no additional cost.  The recycle dumpster will be for BUC use only. The Green Sanctuary 

committee will coordinate a recycling program for BUC. Look for details on that program coming soon.  

RESTROOM FLOORS AND DÉCOR:   In preparation for her daughter‘s wedding, Julia Gragg is 

painting some of the restrooms at BUC.  Thanks Julia.  As much as we appreciate Julia‘s donation, all of 

the restroom walls need a fresh coat of paint and some renovations.  Keith Brown is working on plans for 

renovations.   

EXTERIOR LANDSCAPE PLAN:  The Facilities committee has agreed that an exterior landscape plan 

that addresses and coordinates every area on the BUC grounds is needed.  Much of the exterior landscape 

is tired and in poor condition.  A landscape plan that considers the purpose and use of each area as well as 

coordinates them for a cohesive design is needed.  These areas include but are not limited to:  Woodward 

Ave entry and monument sign; Capek Woods; Memorial Glen; Lone Pine entry and monument sign; main 

church entries; and the Marshall Courtyard.  Facilities would like to hire a landscape architect to develop 

this cohesive design that can be used to obtain bids and complete the work.  Several church members have 

agreed to donate money to pay for the landscape architect.  Once the plan is developed and price 

estimates are obtained, we hope to present our plan to the BUC membership for comment and support.  It 

will be a big project but an exciting one.  Anyone interested and willing to assist in funding the landscape 

architect should see Nancy Duffy.  We hope to have a plan in place and ready to implement the summer of 

2012. 

PARKING LOT: The BUC parking lot is in poor condition.  As soon as the temperatures rose 

above freezing, pot holes started appearing in our parking lot.  Last year and again this year, Facilities has 

arranged for a contractor, Highway Maintenance, to repair the parking lot pot holes.  This year the cost is 

$2,220.  This should take care of the current holes, but pot holes will continue to appear.  The parking lot 

needs to be replaced.  Estimates for this work will be obtained and the cost presented to the congregation 

along with the landscape ideas and plans.  Replacing the parking lot will be an expensive project and is 

tentatively planned for 2012. 

Jim Dean is now working on miscellaneous maintenance tasks around the church. Did you notice – all of 

the faucets in the lower level ladies restroom (under Social Hall) now work and the ―Out of Order‖ sign 

has been removed?!   Due to her busy schedule, Lisa is no longer coordinating maintenance work for BUC.  

All maintenance requests should be directed to Drieka DeGraff instead of Lisa.   Drieka communicates 

and coordinates with Rev. Hurt who oversees the entire maintenance department.  Report all 

maintenance related items at BUC to Drieka DeGraff via e-mail at drieka@sbcglobal.net .   

Together with you in service to BUC. The Facilities Committee 

mailto:drieka@sbcglobal.net
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Music @ BUC 

Guitarist Steven Dearing grew up in Windsor. He is heard in concert across North America as a soloist, 

performing as guest soloists with orchestra and accompanying in a number of chamber music settings.  

Recent recitals include the University of Windsor's music series, concerts in Ohio, Indiana, Florida, 

Ontario, Michigan and California, and in concerto with the Windsor Symphony Orchestra. Steven has 

been on the music faculty at the University of Windsor since 1995. He earned a Masters degree in 

Classical Guitar Performance and has studied under Jeffery McFadden in Canada and John Holmquist in 

the US. He also runs a small studio from his home in Farmington Hills, MI. 

Vocalist Abha Dearing grew up in metro Detroit where she began performing at the age of five. She has 

been heard in concert throughout the US, Canada, Europe and Asia singing both Western and Eastern 

classical music. Abha has won a number of awards including "Outstanding Classical Vocalist" 

acknowledged by fellow musicians for the Detroit Music Awards. She has performed for the President of 

India as a soloist and for the Prime Minister of Canada with Steven. She holds a Masters degree in Vocal 

Performance, and has also trained in India under gurus Laxmi Shankar and Ali Akbar Khan while 

pursuing studies of Indian classical music.  

Steven and Abha formed the Dearing Concert Duo in 1998. Since then they have recorded four CD's, 

toured throughout the UK including a performance at the Cheltenham International Music Festival, won 

six music awards presented by the Motor City Music Foundation, and made national television and radio 

appearances on both PBS (US) and the CBC (Canada). They perform throughout North America with an 

average of 12 recitals annually.  

 

Hello BUCers! 

We are excited to begin our new endeavor as Co-Directors of Music 

at BUC. The process was a bit long, but one that allowed some time 

for reflection, firming up that BUC is indeed the spiritual home for 

us. Words cannot express how we both feel knowing we return to 

many loved ones. 

Firstly, we have much to be thankful for. Thanks go to the search 

committee (Carol Forrester, Mark Auchter-Bruening, Jim Bizer, Rev. 

Kathy Hurt, Mae Rooney and Louise Angermeier) for their hard 

work. Also, a heartfelt thanks to all of you who wrote letters, made 

phone calls, and sent emails during this time. What a blessing! We look forward to working together with 

Kathy and all the BUC staff. Thanks to you all for the warm welcome and support. 

We both enter this position with a number of fresh ideas about music during worship, and hope that many 

of you will become musically involved at our church. We know there are many out there with talents as 

either a singer or instrumentalist or both. The choir is a group of fun folks that enjoy spiritual 

camaraderie each Wednesday evening from 7:30 to 9, and you don't have to be a trained musician. Come 

out and have fun, and please e-mail Abha directly abha.dearing@bucmi.org for any concerns or questions. 

There is a wealth of rich choral music that the BUC Choirs will be doing now and in the future. In the fall, 

we will audition and split into two choirs, but for now, the Chalice Choir is one big happy welcoming 

singing group! 

We also hope to see folks dust off those instruments and make yourselves known to us so we can organize 

small ensembles. Steven hopes to form small musical groups in the fall that can meet for fun and 

friendship, and work towards performing for a Sunday service or two. Anyone with questions can contact 

him at steven.dearing@bucmi.org. 

mailto:abha.dearing@bucmi.org
http://steven.dearing@bucmi.org/
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We are so very pleased that Barbara Woolf has come out of retirement to share her exceptional piano 

skills with all of us while Angelina is away. Yes, another Unitarian miracle! 

Looking ahead musically: 

5/8: we will have a jazz trio and the choir sings Handel and a Navajo Blessing 

5/15: the choir sings 

5/22: Steven and Barbara will perform Vivaldi for guitar and harpsichord 

We will also have youth music during ROPE and Bridging weeks in June. 

Please approach us with any concerns/thoughts about music in the service during coffee hour, or drop us 

a quick note. We aim to appeal to everyone's musical taste so we may all reach a higher spiritual plane. 

So, off we go! 

Abha & Steven Dearing 

Sunday Morning Discussion 

This drop in group meets on Sundays at 9:30 a.m. in the Large Conference Room. Bring a cup of coffee 

from the Social Hall and join in one or more of these group-facilitated discussions. Everyone is welcome 

to attend. 

 

MichUHCAN Annual Health Care Heroes Dinner 

June 3, Friday evening, 6:00 – 9:00 pm 

Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Church 

2080 West Grand Blvd. 

Detroit  48208 

MichUHCAN  (Michigan Universal Health Care Access Network)  is a state-wide network that promotes 

comprehensive health care for all and improved health outcomes by addressing the social determinants of 

health through education, strategy development, and advocacy. Our Michigan UU Social Justice Network 

has worked closely with MichUHCAN over the years. 

Please join us as we celebrate the achievements of this year‘s health care heroes. Key note speaker is Dr. 

Toni Yancey, co-director of the UCLA Kaiser Permanente Center for Health Equity, and professor at 

UCLA School of Public Health. Dr. Yancey‘s long career in public health practice and academia, has had a 

focus on chronic disease prevention and adolescent  health promotion. Her latest book is: Instant Recess: 

How to Build a Fit Nation 10 Minutes at a Time 

Tickets: $35.00 (portion tax deductable) 

Reservations: contact Pat Hammer patriciajhammer@gmail.com  248.644.6568 

Or , reserve online with PayPal: http://www.michuhcan.com/ 

mailto:patriciajhammer@gmail.com
http://www.michuhcan.com/
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Professional Home Health Aide 

20 years’ experience ~ References available. Full-

time, part-time, or single visit service.  

Ken Kauffman  

1-248-914-1122 

Advertisements ~ 
May 2011 

 



 

All Submissions for the Newsletter must be received by midnight on the 20th of each month for 
the following months newsletter to the editor lisa.crawford@bucmi.org  
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